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The FCC has finalized a $1.9 billion plan that will help smaller, rural telecommunications carriers pay to rip and replace technology from the Chinese firms Huawei ...

FCC Finalizes Plan to Rip and Replace Chinese Telecom Gear
There’s no cybersecurity strategy good enough to win a cyberwar. Sure, everyone talks a good game, but the very structure of American (and other businesses around the globe) makes it nearly impossible ...

Cyber Warfare Is The Last Competitive Advantage No One Sees & Why SolarWinds Is The Wakeup Call No One Heard.
Two dozen Democratic lawmakers in the U.S. House sent a letter on Friday urging their party's leaders to prevent any funding in emerging infrastructure and jobs legislation from going to the Pentagon, ...

24 House Dems Say Infrastructure Bill Must Not Be Used to 'Throw More Money at the Pentagon'
A proposed coronavirus commission could provide a fuller picture of the government’s response to the pandemic. But its success depends on how it is staffed.

The Promise and Pitfalls of a Coronavirus Commission
The US report on UFOs is out and, predictably, adds little of substance to the argument. But our long-standing obsession with ETs has yielded a rich imagined universe anyway. In it are tales of ...

Hello from the other side: What the aliens on our screens say about us
Lee, the bill’s author, was the the only member of Congress to vote against the original AUMF on September ... military action must “defend the national security of the United States against ...

White House Backs Repeal of 2002 Military Force Authorization
DEFAZIO'S THIRD PHASE — House Democrats today are set to pass a massive infrastructure bill that would spend hundreds of billions on roads, bridges, transit and rail. No, not THAT one. The House will ...

Infrastructure day in the House
At the end of a tumultuous day, the defiant president refused to accept the signs that he was losing the White House contest to Joe Biden.

‘I Alone Can Fix It’ book excerpt: Inside Trump’s Election Day and the birth of the ‘big lie’
KINGSTON, Jamaica — The Senate finally passed the widely anticipated Criminal Justice (Suppression of Criminal Organizations) (Amendment) Act, 2021”, or Anti-Gang Bill yesterday, after more ...

Senate approves Anti-Gang amendments, despite the noise
Schumer, the original sponsor ... to quickly pass the bill the Senate passed. "Enactment of these investments would help strengthen America’s economy, national security, technology leadership ...

Bill that would create tech hubs could help WNY in other ways
Bill McGurn: I think if you look at their actions over the last two years or so, and the big protests against this national security law, they don't care. And they don't like people opposing them ...

The Senate Theatrics Over H.R.1
Bush in 2002 to invade Iraq that was repeatedly applied well beyond its original intent ... of telecommunications equipment that pose national security risks, strengthening its opposition to ...

Biden Signs Juneteenth Bill, Saying ‘All Americans Can Feel the Power of This Day’
The original concern ... much less any evidence of foreign property owners compromising national security. Taoka suggested the bill is about more than monitoring foreign purchases of real estate.

Journalists fear land-purchase law may hit local residents
President Joe Biden on Thursday afternoon will sign into law the bill that makes Juneteenth ... Our highest priority is national security' McAfee founder found dead in prison after Spanish court ...

Biden signs Juneteenth bill, infrastructure bill, US Open tees off: 5 things to know Thursday
But many Democrats harbored misgivings about the bill, and their unity stemmed from ... Glenn Greenwald calls out liberals who 'loved' his NSA reporting but are now mocking Tucker Carlson Chelsea ...

Biden agenda stalls amid Dem discord: ‘Nothing Democrats love more than to fight amongst ourselves’
Biden would have needed 60 votes to overcome the Republicans’ use of the filibuster – a procedural maneuver that effectively killed the bill ... s sweeping new national security law.

First Thing: Voting rights bill blocked in Senate despite united Democrats
A key bill that would regulate the use of land around facilities deemed vital for national security purposes passed ... newspaper in the prefecture. The original article was published May 29.

Okinawa activists fear land-purchase bill will hit anti-base movement
If you buy a print of Bill Hammond’s Traffic ... or multiples of that, on original art. * Meet the next generation of NZ's top artists * Long lost Don Binney painting in 'important and rare ...

Is it possible to buy New Zealand art without spending a fortune?
Matt Gaetz Calls For Investigation Into Tucker Carlson NSA Spying Allegations Everything We Know About Bill Cosby’s Release After Conviction Overturned ...
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